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ABSTRACT 

Cherish the Children & Pass on the Faith 

By Joan Hoedel 

Project Supervisor: Dr. Richard Collins Ph.D. 

People were bringing even infants to him that he might touch them, and when the 

disciples saw this, they rebuked them. Jesus, however, called the children to 

himself and said, “Let the children come to me and do not prevent them; for the 

kingdom of God belongs to such as these.” Luke 18:15-17 

A pastoral project presented on the challenges facing Christ the King Parish, and 

the American Catholic Church, as we strive to pass on the faith. We are at a moment in 

time which requires action, if we hope to successfully pass on the faith to the young 

church. If we fail to act, the American Church will look very different in ten years than it 

does today. This issue is complex and I make no attempt to resolve it. My goal is to 

educate the pastoral team, the pastoral council, the Youth Ministry Advisory Committee 

and parents about the issues we face. My goal is to engage parishioners to work with me 

to more effectively pass on the faith in our parish. Theological reflection and literature 

review are the two primary tools used within this project. Since the days Jesus walked 

the Earth parents have been bringing their children to him, for his healing touch. Jesus no 

longer physically walks among us, but still we bring our children to him. In a world that 

would rob our children of life, it is our responsibility to bring them to Christ, to Life. Let 

us begin.  
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GLOSSARY 

Adult Faith Formation: Catechesis is for the whole community, not just for children. 

The American Bishops clearly guide parishes to make adult faith formation the focal 

point of catechesis, with age specific faith formation intermingling and radiating from it. 

This shift from child centered to adult centered catechesis is quite different from the 

routine method of catechesis for most parishes, and will take time. In Qur Hearts Were 

Burning Within Us the Bishops write: adult faith formation is The axis around which 

revolves the catechesis of child-hood and adolescence as well as that of old age (5). 

Catholic Identity: An ecclesial faith, a visible, hierarchical church, a sacramental 

imagination, a theology that seeks to integrate both faith and reason, and a strong 

communal sense (Rausch, xv). 

The Church: ‘The Church’ means different things to different people. It is important for the 

reader to understand my definition of ‘Church’ as used throughout this paper. In a 

general, and very real, sense ‘church’ includes all baptized Christians. However, since 

this paper is written by a Roman Catholic, for a Roman Catholic parish, I use the term to 

refer to all baptized Catholics — Magisterium, presbyters, and laity. From my perspective 

faith formation is the responsibility of the entire church. The Magisterium and presbyters 

have leadership roles, and responsibility not shared by laity. They have a vital 

responsibility to provide quality faith formation within local parishes. The laity in 

general and parents in particular have different but equally vital roles to play within faith 

formation. Parents must make faith formation a lived priority in their homes. In this  



sense, it 1s my contention, that the Church — Magisterium, presbyters, and laity, share 

credit and blame for the current state of affairs in the American Church. 

Conversion: Turning our hearts to Christ over and over again throughout life. While knowing 

doctrine can help deepen faith and express the experience of Christ, it is not, by itself, the 

same as meeting Christ, turning our hearts to Christ, and living what we believe. 

Conversion precedes catechesis (Huebsch, 18). 

Comprehensive youth ministry: An ideal vision of youth ministry by the American Bishops, in 

Renew the Vision. This vision of youth ministry includes the following eight 
  

components: (1) Prayer and Worship (2) Pastoral Care (Being involved in the lives of 

people and promoting Christian morality) (3) Leadership Development (4) Justice and 

Service (5) Evangelization (6) Community Life (7) Catechesis and (8) Advocacy. 

Complete and Systematic Catechesis: Similar to Comprehensive Youth Ministry, the 

American bishops call for a catechesis that nurtures a profound, lifelong conversion of 

the whole person and sets forth a comprehensive, contemporary synthesis of the faith, as 

presented in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. This vision of catechesis is found 

within Renew the Vision and is the framework for all American Catholic youth ministry. 

Domestic Church: The Second Vatican Council reawakened the Church to the crucial role 

parents play in catechesis. The ‘Church of the Home’ refers to the many ways parents act 

as Christ within their homes. This is a great responsibility, and gift for parents. The 

American Bishops beautifully remind parents of this responsibility in Follow the Way of 

Love. 4 family is our first community and the most basic way in which the Lord gathers 

us, forms us, and acts in the world.  



Faith Formation: John Roberto and his team at the Center for Ministry Development have 

written extensively about faith formation in today’s culture. It is their perspective that 

Discipleship is the goal of all faith formation. Guided by this goal, faith formation seeks 

to inform, form and transform individuals, families and the entire community in the 

Catholic faith. Faith formation is nothing less than passing on the message of the Gospels 

(10-12). 

Goals of Catechesis: The General Directory for Catechesis challenges catechists fo promote 

knowledge of the faith, provide liturgical education, provide moral formation, teach and 

Joster prayer, involve the entire community, develop households of faith, prepare for 

work in the vineyard as an active minister and be grounded in the conversion to Jesus 

Christ. 

Households: Mary Beth Kund-Anderson, a respected pastoral minister, challenges pastoral 

ministers to support, encourage, and assist parishioners in their own homes to pass on the 

faith. Anderson strives to remind all pastoral ministers that ‘household’ refers to 

whomever one lives with. She defines ‘household’ as follows: all the varied living 

configurations that make up today’s society and therefore today’s parish. Some 

households consist of one single adult, others include one or two parents with children. 

There are intergenerational households and same-sex-couple households. Our vision of 

parish households also should include those who are only marginally involved in the 

parish, aw well as the regular churchgoers and the parish leaders (69). 

Religiosity: a term used by Smith and Denton in their research to measure: religious service 

attendance, importance of religious faith shaping daily life, personal commitment to live  



life for God, currently involved in a religious youth group, frequency of teen praying 

alone and how close teen feels to God (30-49). 

 



Chapter I: A Pastoral Concern 

Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We have only today. Let us begin. 

(Mother Theresa) 

The pastoral concern I will be addressing through this project is, primarily, adolescent 

faith formation within the community of Christ the King Parish; however, I will include 

information that encompasses faith formation across the lifespan as these issues are interwoven. 

The book, Soul Searching: the Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers, by 

Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton ignited a passion within me to begin this 

journey. As a Catholic youth minister I could not read their book and without responding. 

Smith and Denton’s words reflect my lived experience of working with teens and families. 

Smith and Denton write: Catholic teenagers, who represent nearly one-quarter of all US teens, 

stand out among the U.S. Christian teenagers as consistently scoring lower on most measures of 

religiosity (207). 

I clearly remember working with a group of intelligent, enthusiastic, older adolescent 

Confirmandi. I quite liked this group of kids and was excited to help them grow in their faith. 

Many of the kids were taking advanced placement classes on the university campus, were gifted 

athletes and musicians. Teens today are a busy group! The teens were looking forward to being 

confirmed. I asked them if they had any specific areas of the Catholic faith they wanted to be 

sure to explore during the course of our time together. Not a hand went up. I thought perhaps 

the level of trust was too low to respond to such a public question in front of their friends so I 

invited them to write down any questions they had or hopes they had for our time together. 1 

received many requests for fun activities like skiing and playing games. I received very few  



questions about faith. What I came to understand is that the kids knew so little about their faith 

that they were unable to formulate questions, and that they do not see faith as being relevant to 

their lives. The blank looks on their faces when I asked about their faith spoke volumes. I 

wondered about their experiences of Church, about their parents and about themselves. It is 

impossible to address issues of youth faith formation without addressing issues of parental faith 

formation. 

Midway through our time together I again asked the same question, and distributed cards 

for them to write upon. I received requests for more information about various elements of our 

faith, including church history, morality, Vatican II (What is it?), the meaning of life, etc. The 

youth had gleaned enough information about our faith to formulate questions. It was a 

beginning. 

I also clearly remember a mandatory parent night at the outset of Confirmation preparation 

where a father asked, ‘My son doesn’t know a thing about our faith. He’s graduating next year. 

What are you going to do to be sure my son knows what it means to be Catholic?’ ... Whatam I 

going to do to be sure his son knows what it means to be Catholic in the five months I would be 

working with him for two hours a week? 

In my parish, teens are not able to articulate their faith, do not participate regularly, and 

prefer retreats and fun activities over all classroom models. Some teens participate in weekly 

Eucharistic liturgies, most do not. By and large the parents expect the parish to ‘pass on the 

faith’ to their children. Every statistic that I will share throughout this project is found within my 

own parish. The challenges facing the American Catholic Church are very much our own at 

Christ the King Church. Engaging parents in this process of faith formation is a huge challenge, 

but essential.  



I am a married mother of two elementary aged children and I live the challenges of 

making faith formation a priority in the midst of an insanely fast-paced culture. There is nothing 

in our culture that readily lends itself to making faith formation a priority, or an easy task. 

Most Catholic parents sincerely want to pass on the gift of faith to their children, I am not 

unique in this goal; however, within today’s culture that task seems daunting. Parents and 

adolescents alike state their faith is a very high value to them; however, their actions do not 

reflect that value. My lived experience as Director of Religious Education and Youth Ministry 

Coordinator reveals that families too often fit faith formation into their spare time, after all other 

activities. Research supports my subjective experience. Any honest examination of what might 

be called “leading Catholic indicators” — church attendance rates, ratios of priests to people, 

knowledge of the faith, financial contributions — reveal a church at risk. (Steinfels, 9) How do 

we pass on the faith to our children within today’s American culture? The research supports by 

bias that I cannot expect the participation of teens to increase until their parents participate more 

... and that will take time, and effort. Smith and Denton write: We think the evident “problem” 

of Catholic teens is rightly seen in part as a larger challenge of Catholic adults generally and 

parents specifically (217). Unlike our Protestant brothers and sisters, the majority of Catholics 

are not used to spending any more time at the parish than the sixty or ninety minutes it takes to 

celebrate Mass, every couple of weeks. 

I will provide statistics from recent nation-wide surveys that indicate our class room 

model of faith formation has been ineffective, that faith formation is most effective when rooted 

in experiential settings, that we must direct our faith formation efforts to adults — specifically 

parents, and that this is the moment to act. I will draw upon this research to explore alternative 

models of faith formation. I will share this data with various groups in my parish, facilitate  



theological reflection with them, and allow their voices to guide the development of faith 

formation at Christ the King Parish for the next five years. 

 



Five Challenges 

Whoever has ears ought to hear. (Matthew 13:44) 

Research indicates that our past efforts of passing on the faith to young Catholics have 

been ineffective. We must not ignore the reality that we have, in spite of honorable intentions, 

failed the young church in our midst. It is important that we spend a bit of time analyzing data, 

in order to be more effective ministers in the future. The data is discouraging at best, alarming 

at worst. 

For the purpose of this project I shall limit my focus to five overlapping challenges, all 

focusing on youth. The five challenges, though directed toward youth ministry, are applicable to 

faith formation across the lifespan. The five challenges are: 1. Catholic youth are unable to 

articulate their faith, but like being Catholic. 2. The Catholic Church is not reaching the 

majority of young people or their families in any meaningful way. (McCorquodale, 62) 3. There 

is a gap between (Catholic adolescents’) self-professed belief and their behavior (McCorquodale, 

62). 4. Catholic youth model the lived examples of their parents’ religiosity (Smith, 35). 5. To 

be effective, youth ministry must be comprehensive and creative. 

I shall be drawing upon the work of four recent, extensive studies with slightly 

overlapping but different concentrations. The National Study of Youth and Religion 
  

(McCorquodale et al) focuses on American Catholic Teenagers and their parents, while Soul 

Searching (Smith) focuses on the religious and spiritual lives of all American teenagers. Young 

Adult Catholics (Hoge et al) looks at a group of Catholic youth who were confirmed in high 

school and are now adults. The Spiritual Life of College Students (Astin et al) is an ongoing 
  

study at the University of California, Los Angeles that studies the spiritual lives of youth as they  



move into their young adult years — away from their families of origin. Two less voluminous, 

but important, studies that I have incorporated are from The National Catholic Reporter (Sept. 

05) and the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate. (2005) The issues addressed and the 

findings of each study are similar enough to authenticate the others. This is not a problem found 

by one study, but by all. As a Catholic Youth Minister I prefer the National Study of Youth and 

Religion because it uses the framework of Renew the Vision, to report the data and to provide 

plausible responses to that data; hence, making it easy to implement. Renew the Vision is a 

pastoral letter that calls the American Church to more effectively minister to the young church, 

the adolescents in our midst. It is a beautiful letter that affirms youth, recognizes them as the 

church of tomorrow, and calls parishes to provide quality youth faith formation. Renew the 

Vision provides a framework for parishes to build upon in their ministry to youth. Let’s take a 

closer look at these five challenges. 

1. Catholic youth are unable to articulate their faith, but like being Catholic. 

Roman Catholicism remains the largest religious body in America. The Catholic way of 

life is ideally nurtured from cradle to grave, by both the domestic church and the parish. 

Catholicism’s inefficiency at passing on the faith is clearly observed in the following finding 

by Smith and Denton. Catholic teenagers, who represent nearly one-quarter of all US teens, 

stand out among U.S. Christian teenagers as consistently scoring lower on most measures of 

religiosity (Smith, 194). If Catholic teenagers are unable to articulate their faith, what do 

they articulate? 

Catholic teens, and most other teens, have embraced a generic type of Christianity Smith 

and Denton named ‘Moralistic Therapeutic Deism’, which is a belief system far different 

from Catholicism. Their articulated faith reflects their lived experience of tolerance in a  



pluralistic world, and it reflects how ineffectively we, the Church, have passed on the faith of 

Catholicism. Smith and Denton define Moralistic Therapeutic Deism, as follows: 

1. God exists who created and orders the world and watches over human life on 
Earth. 

2. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, as taught in the 
Bible and by most world religions. 

3. The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about oneself. 
4. God does not need to be particularly involved in one’s life except when God is 

needed to resolve a problem. 

5. Good people go to heaven when they die (Smith, 163). 

Despite the fact they do not really comprehend what being Catholic entails, Catholic 

youth like being Catholic, as defined above, and want to be aligned with it. Research 

indicates that Seventy-six percent of all Catholic youth report that they would want to attend 

the same church when they are twenty-five (McCorquodale, 13). When teenagers enter 

college, a time of making their own choices, they identify themselves as Catholic. This is 

revealed by the fact 28 percent of all entering freshman undergraduates indicate they are 

Roman Catholic — the largest percentage of any religion (Astin, 1). Perhaps more telling is 

the fact that 95% of young adult Catholics want their own future children to receive religious 

education (Hoge, 18). As Rausch, a college professor and theologian says, their hearts are 

more Catholic than their intellects (18). Perhaps a question we might ask when planning 

faith formation opportunities is: How do we pass on Catholic doctrine? 

2. The Catholic Church is not reaching the majority of young people or their families in any 

meaningful way (McCorquodale, 62). 

The celebration of Eucharist is the source and summit of our faith as Catholics, it is 

where the Church gathers to be formed, informed and transformed by Christ. Catholics are 

more likely to participate in Mass than anything else that occurs in a parish. It is telling that  



the majority of Catholics no longer participate in weekly liturgical celebrations of Eucharist, 

and numbers are decreasing with each generation. The CARA poll conducted in September 

2004 provides interesting documentation about weekly Mass participation. 

The CARA poll shows what most active Catholics have known for a long time; we no 

longer participate regularly in Sunday Mass — even though it remains obligatory. What the 

poll does not measure is how subgroups within the generations do or don’t participate. For 

example, we know there is a small, but enthusiastic and committed group of 

ultraconservative young people who are very regular participants in Mass — yet they are the 

same age as those who participate least. 1 mention this group of young people because 

although their numbers are small their influence may be greater than numbers alone would 

predict. Rausch and Steinfels are two authors who call us to pay attention to this group of 

young people. Sometimes referred to as ‘neoconservatives’, they could very much breathe 

new life into a lackadaisical people; or they could further divide us. There is a rigidness of 

belief among this group that I find troublesome. My hope is that they will retain the best of 

the church, while remaining open minded to the Spirit. A closed mind leaves very little room 

for God. Acknowledging that there are factors we cannot measure in polls, there is much that 

we can learn. Let’s take a closer look at the research of CARA in the matter of Sunday Mass 

attendance, across the generations. 

 



Table 1 

  

Generation: Pre - Vatican Post- Post- | 

Vatican II| II  |Vatican II|Vatican IT, 
(Born (Born (Born (Born 
before 1943- 1960- 1974- 
1943) 1960) 1973) 1986) 

  

Percent who 

participate in 52% 38% 22% 21% 

weekly Mass 

Percent who 

participate in 
Mass once/few 

times a month 

  

            
  

There is a huge difference between the Pre-Vatican II generations and all other Catholics. 

My goal is not so much to analyze these results as to pay attention to them. It is significant 

that the youngest Catholics participate about as frequently, or infrequently, as their parents. 

It appears that Catholics who are younger than forty-six no longer make weekly celebrations 

of Eucharist a priority in their lives. Whatever else we strive for in faith formation, we 

cannot lose sight of the fact that Eucharist is the source and summit of our lives, and we need 

to continually strive to create meaningful, vibrant celebrations of this Sacrament. Eucharist 

must remain our highest priority. 

Statistics reveal that even though the Church requires Catholics to participate in weekly 

Mass, the majority do not. Clearly doctrine alone is not the driving force behind Catholic 

behavior, whether or not it ‘should’ be. What is? The answer to that question is varied, 

complex and beyond the scope of this paper. Eucharist is much more than consuming the 

consecrated bread and wine, though that is paramount. Christ is present also in the presiding 

priest, in the Word, and in the gathered community. It is that gathered community who takes 

Christ to the world. On the road to Emmaus Christ walked alongside the travelers and then  
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broke bread with them. The Church strives to companion people throughout their lives; 

however, the studies we are looking at reveal that people’s subjective experience is that the 

Church has room to grow in this area of discipleship. An example of what I mean about 

companioning can be found in the experience of parenting. Smith and Denton’s study found 

that Catholic parents do not feel supported by the Church. US Catholic parents of teenagers 

are noticeably less likely than other Christian parents to say that their church has been very 

or extremely supportive and helpful to them as parents in trying to raise their teens (Smith, 

211). Perhaps if we were more effective at companioning people they would want to join us 

for Sunday Mass more often. 

Human beings are born with an innate hunger for meaning, and a longing to be connected 

with others. Catholics believe in an incarnated God. While there is a very important 

personal component to our faith, our spiritual journeys are within community. It is through 

the Living Body of Christ that we journey toward the fullness of God, never reaching it while 

alive but always inching more closely to it, with one another. 

Catholicism remains the largest religion in America; however, the second largest 

denomination is former Catholics (Rausch, 119). We share the most valuable faith in 

existence, a faith that proclaims we are loved, forgiven, eternal, and that God dwells among 

us. There is responsibility with that love, a way of living that enables us to walk in the light. 

We are rooted in the Paschal Mystery. Scripture and Tradition, together, guide us. The cross 

is real, but it is not the end of the story. Our liturgies are sensuous, involving every sense of 

our created being. We are a liturgical people that express God’s presence among us through 

the celebration of sacraments, particularly through Eucharist. Yet ... we are not engaging 

most Catholics in any meaningful way. I believe that Bill Huebsch’s written words serve us  
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well as we look at this problem. While knowing doctrine can help deepen faith and express 

the experience of Christ, it is not, by itself, the same as meeting Christ, turning our hearts 

over to Christ, and living what we believe...we must allow time for conversion (18). A 

challenge when planning structured faith formation opportunities is to ask the question: 

Have we prepared opportunities for God to touch both the minds and hearts of participants? 

There is a gap between (Catholic adolescents) self-professed belief and their behavior 

(McCorquodale, 62). 

Statistics reveal that Catholic youth are just as likely to engage in high risk behavior as 

non-religious youth, and that their feelings of self-worth are not any different from non- 

religious youth. The lived behavior of Catholic adolescents more accurately reflects 

Therapeutic Moralist Deism than anything reflective of true Catholicism. Mark Regnerus, the 

author of Forbidden Fruit, Sex and Religion in the Lives of American Teenagers, is a 

sociologist who has studied the sexual practices of youth and how religion affects those 

practices. Regnerus found that there are two categories of religious youth. The first 

category of youth participates in church regularly, but has not internalized faith. The second 

category of youth participates regularly and has internalized their faith. Regular church 

attendance alone will fail to motivate adolescents to resist the more transitory opportunities 

to shoplift, smoke a joint, or have sex (Regnerus, 47). It is the internalization of faith, not 

church attendance that influences behavior. Youth who have internalized their faith are 

much less likely to engage in high risk behaviors than other youth. 

Adolescence is the most religiously unstable period of the life course (Regnerus, 11). If 

ever there was an opportunity for adult Christians to make a positive influence on a child it is  



during adolescence. Religion can be a great strength to adolescents, but only if their beliefs 

are internalized. 

We live in a culture where 50% of first marriages end in divorce and many people 

cohabitate without ever marrying. The media presents sex and drinking as rites of passage 

for teenagers — the pathway to happiness. Sex is so common among teenagers that 

sociologists have coined a euphemism for first sexual intercourse. Rather than referring to 

first sexual intercourse as ‘losing virginity’, sociologists now use the terms ‘first sex’ or 

‘sexual debut’ (Regnerus 4). Catholic youth, like Catholic adults, have grown increasingly 

tolerant of sex outside of marriage. Regnerus found that most Jewish, mainline, and Catholic 

adolescents are unlikely to say that they think waiting for marriage is necessary (117). The 

general attitude of American Catholic youth toward sex is, waiting until marriage is probably 

a good idea, but it’s not necessary and probably not realistic... Sex is okay if both partners 

are emotionally ready (116). ‘Emotional readiness’ is impossible to measure. 

‘Emotional readiness’ is one small component of the life giving sacrament of marriage 

between two people willing to give their entire lives to each other as a vocation toward, and 

with, Christ. As a Church we must provide better reasons for choosing the path of 

discipleship in this sacred area of life, whatever one’s vocation is. The spirituality of 

sexuality is an area that we must keep in mind when developing faith formation 

opportunities. 

In this narcissistic culture of instant gratification what message do young people hear 

from the Church that would effect the messages they hear from the culture? The Church 

clearly supports sex within marriage as life-giving, and sex outside of marriage as leading 

away from God, away from Life. The doctrine of the Church on sexuality is beautiful;  
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however, Catholic kids are engaging in sex as frequently as non-Catholic kids. I believe there 

are at least three explanations for the high risk behavior of so many Catholic kids. 1.) 

Catholic youth are not hearing the message of the Church. 2.) Catholic kids are hearing and 

rejecting the message of the Church. 3.) Catholic kids are hearing the message of the 

Church but see their parents living a different message. 

The theology of sexuality is a very complex issue — one that goes beyond the scope of 

this paper. However, the fact that religious youth engage in high risk behaviors as often as 

non-religious youth, and the fact that many parents engage in high risk behaviors themselves 

are relevant. At the root of these behaviors lies the fact that unless people experience a 

conversion, unless they awaken to the living Christ, doctrine alone will not cause changed 

behavior. Today’s young people do not automatically obey authority figures. How do we 

hold people accountable for their actions without chasing them out the doors of the Church? 

Since the doctrine of sexuality has not changed, and the behaviors of people have I believe it 

is time to try a new approach to passing on the faith as it pertains to morality. A question to 

consider when developing structured faith formation opportunities is: How do we help youth, 

and adults, hear and internalize the life giving message of the Gospels? 

The single most important social influence on the religious and spiritual lives of 

adolescents is their parents (Smith, 261). 

Smith and Denton’s study recognized, and emphasized, the pivotal role parents play in 

every dimension of their children’s lives, including spiritual formation. The Church has 

always valued the role of parents in forming the spirituality of their children, though 

catechesis of children was unheard of in the early church. Parents passed on the faith 

through their lived examples of discipleship, in the ordinariness of family life. Catechesis  
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was directed toward adults, not children. In recent history those roles were reversed. 

Children became the focus of catechesis and adults grew to believe it was their responsibility 

to see that their children received quality faith formation, not themselves. The American 

Catholic culture of the late 19™ and early 20" centuries supported the child-focused model of 

faith formation because it occurred within an entire Catholic culture. Catholic schools, 

Catholic marriages, Catholic hospitals, Catholic friends, and Catholic entertainment fostered 

faith formation. The culture changed at the same time the Second Vatican Council was 

meeting. At a time of great discordance in America the Second Vatican Council reawakened 

us to the Domestic Church, the church of the home, in which parents were to be the primary 

catechists for their children. I marvel now at the foresight revealed through this document. 

Today’s culture is not a Catholic culture at all. Irn what might be regarded as the domestic 

church, the parents are to be the first preachers of the faith for their children by word and 

example (Lumen Gentium, #11). The parish can, and must, enhance the faith formation of 

the home; however, it cannot replace it. = We live in a culture of Catholic apathy. What 

worries Catholics today is not that the faith will be consciously abandoned but that it will 

simply be lost in the more literal sense, the way one loses a piece of jewelry or an old 

memento — by casually setting it aside, mislaying it, leaving its absence long unnoticed, 

finally discovering that it is irrecoverable (Steinfels, 203). 

According to research parents do not feel supported by the Church, do not participate in 

weekly Mass, do not participate in faith formation opportunities, and cannot articulate their 

faith themselves. Yet, their faith is the faith that will be passed on to their children. We 

cannot provide effective faith formation for children and youth if we do not first provide it 

for their parents. A significant challenge we face is how to get parents to participate in faith  
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formation. Currently parental participation in non-liturgical parish gatherings is minimal. 

Catholic parents of teenagers are much less likely than all of their Protestant counterparts to 

participate in organized activities at church other than regular worship services (Smith, 

208). Faith formation is the responsibility of both the Church and of parents; it cannot happen 

without the participation of both. A question we may ask ourselves when planning structured 

faith formation is: How do we better support the domestic church? 

To be effective, youth ministry must be comprehensive and creative. 

It is becoming increasingly evident that a classroom model of religious education, alone, 

is ineffective. Forty percent of Catholic teens said that they had never attended any parish 

religious education programs (Rausch, 5). We have forty percent of youth who have never 

attended religious education, leaving sixty percent of youth who have attended some 

religious education, most likely in elementary school. What was their experience of religious 

education? “Teachers aren’t prepared... Nothing in depth, just Jesus is love... A baby-sitting 

3 

session...” Over the last several decades Catholic religious education has been a colossal 

failure (Steinfels, 205). We have learned that retreats, rallies, conferences, or congresses in 

the lives of young people have a positive impact (McCorquodale, 59). We have learned that 

the class room model of religious education, by itself, is ineffective. Yet the information 

conveyed through classroom models remains important. In a culture in which Catholics 

cannot articulate their faith, I believe we need to keep certain components of the classroom 

model; however, we need to enhance it. There is no one ‘right’ way to pass on the faith for 

every Catholic. 

A comprehensive approach to youth ministry enhances our opportunities to connect with 

wide varieties of people. We need to strategically reach out to, welcome, and invite the  
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hundreds and thousands of Catholic teens that have no connection to church, Catholic high 

school, youth group, religious education, or any kind of youth ministry (McCorquodale, 62). 

Christ touches hearts in different ways, we must keep our minds and hearts open to diverse 

ways of ministering to His people. 

The Center for Ministry Development has developed a useful tool to use with parish faith 

formation of all ages. Comprehensive Youth Ministry provides a user-friendly model of faith 

formation which effectively addresses the goals of catechesis rooted in the Second Vatican 

Council and expanded within the General Directory for Catechesis. The first step in 

fostering a healthy spirituality, rooted in Scripture and Tradition, within a community of 

believers is to share a vision. The second step is to move as a community toward that vision. 

Whatever we do, we must build upon the past and be open to new practices which might be 

more effective in this moment of time. 

A relatively new concept to faith formation is whole parish catechesis, also called whole 

community catechesis, lifelong faith formation, etc. This type of faith formation is different 

from a classroom model and has been described by John Roberto in the following manner: 

The Generations of Faith approach equips the parish to become a community of 

learners by creating lifelong faith formation that is centered in the events of 

Church life, embraces all ages and generations, and promotes faith growth at 

home, through parish preparation programs, and most importantly, through 

participation in Church life (Roberto, 8). 

Generations of Faith is one particular curriculum for whole parish catechesis, but there 

are other similar models. Each model shares an experiential model of learning rooted in the 

development of relationships within the community, supportive of the domestic church and  
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inclusive of all parishioners. This model of faith formation may well be the next step on the 

American Church’s journey of faith formation, but it will not be the last — nor is it a ‘cure- 

all’. The challenges of our culture remain. Perhaps a question to ask ourselves as we 

develop structured faith formation opportunities is: How many youth do we have working 

alongside us in this planning process? 

What is certain is that our past best efforts of passing on the faith have not been 

successful. What is equally certain is that Christ will guide us through these stormy waters. 

Like the disciples of an early time we are called to listen, to hear, and to act. 

 



Chapter Two: The Cultural Context 

The Lord preceded them, in the daytime by means of a column of cloud to show them the way, 

and at night by means of a column of fire to give them light. (Exodus 13: 21) 

In the midst of life, God is. Like the Israelites following God away from slavery, we 

Christians are called to follow God away from all that enslaves us within our own culture. As a 

people we are called, by day and by night. When we take the time to hear the whispered voice of 

God, he speaks, he leads. In the midst of the tremendous transition within Christ the King 

Church, God is. In the course of one year our parish has changed significantly, and promises to 

change even more in the near future. There is constancy but also fluidity within our parish right 

now. I must talk at length about our former and current pastor because their leadership styles are 

very different and highly influential on today’s parish culture. 

Under the leadership of our former pastor we were a parish that pushed the envelope of 

what being ‘Church’ meant in this post-Vatican II church. The parishes of Missoula are known 

to be the most progressive of the Helena Diocese, and Christ the King was known to be the most 

progressive of the Missoula parishes. Our former pastor was a gifted Presider and Homilist, with 

a passion for peace. An activist who protested at the School of Americas; who omitted certain 

words, and changed others, of the Eucharistic Prayer with the intention of being more relevant; 

and a man of prayer, our former pastor was either loved or intensely disliked. An extrovert, an 

athlete, a peace activist, and a natural leader our community mourned his retirement deeply. 

For twenty-two years Christ the King Church had the same pastor. In those twenty-two 

years our parish grew from a very small community to seven hundred families. The numbers of 

participating university students varied and more than one model of campus ministry had been  
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implemented. Our former pastor had been assigned to our parish after a very tumultuous period 

within the parish which had resulted in a near 100% turn-over. Our pastor had worked in several 

neighborhood parishes prior to becoming pastor of a campus ministry, and he excelled at 

ministering to students. Without any doubt his was a mission to the university, and he was good 

at it. Our former pastor excelled at fostering relationships individually. Dedicated to the vision 

of the Second Vatican Council, his formative years were in a Pre-Vatican II church. After 

twenty-two years with the same pastor, it was frightening to wonder who our next pastor would 

be, and where he might lead our parish. 

Do not be afraid any longer, little flock, for your Father is pleased to give you the 

kingdom. (Luke 12:32) Change of any kind is unsettling, but through it we awaken more fully 

to God. Worrying is a waste of time and energy, yet very easy to do. Our new pastor has is a 

blessing, as was our former pastor. At this point in my life I resonate more deeply with the new 

pastor’s vision of church and ministry than I did with our former pastor’s — though his was the 

leadership that most shaped my life. I now recognize the value of being unified in important 

matters such as liturgy, especially in a university parish. It is confusing for students to come 

from a traditional parish to a parish that seems very different. It is confusing for high school 

students, raised in a non-traditional parish, to embrace the universal church. There must always 

be room for diversity within unity; however, the safety net of Tradition must be honored, or we 

risk creating parishes in our own images of God. 

Our current pastor is moderate in his theology, too progressive for some and not 

progressive enough for others. What I value most about our current pastor is his willingness to 

work alongside me, and the other pastoral team members. A vocation to lay ecclesial ministry is 

extremely challenging and deeply rewarding, as is any vocation. It is a gift to work alongside a  
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team such as the one I share ministry with at Christ the King Parish. Our pastor supports me in 

words and action — renewing my commitment to continue serving in this role. 

At this moment in time our parish has more families, approximately 750, than we do 

university students, though we are in the midst of great transition, and the student population is 

growing. There are some elderly sages among us that bring the wisdom, pain, hope and 

gentleness of lives spent in discipleship. It is the student population that fills us with the energy, 

dreams and passion known most fully by youth. It is a delightful combination that embraces 

everyone from infants to the elderly. How we minister to the youngest members of our parish 

has a direct impact on the church of tomorrow, particularly campus ministry. Will our children 

grow to be young adults who choose to grow spiritually and participate in campus ministry? Our 

words and actions today will have a significant influence upon tomorrow’s church. From my 

perspective, campus ministry and parish ministry are very much interwoven. 

Our parish is located approximately one mile from campus in a residential area. The 

majority of our parishioners have some link to the university either as professors or former 

students; however, an increasing number of parishioners have no university affiliation 

whatsoever. Sadly we have very little ethnic diversity in our parish. Most of us are Caucasian, 

educated, white collar workers. There is a sprinkling of Native Americans and Hmong among us. 

I would say there is more diversity of income, and perhaps sexual orientation, than found in other 

parishes. 

The combination of students, young adults and affluent leaders of our community provide 

wide economic fluctuation. Financially, our parish has a large number of financially successful 

members; however, we consistently fail to meet our weekly financial obligations. We are 

carrying the burden of a large loan on a recent building project and while people initially  
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contributed generously we appear to have met a threshold that is not moving. We are deeply in 

debt. I am grateful to have a committed financial committee addressing these issues. 

Our current pastor has a passion for hospitality and stewardship that resonates with many 

people of our parish. I am confident that people will become more active and committed to the 

parish, by focusing on those two areas of ministry. Stewardship of time, talent and finances are 

interwoven. Intuitively we know the importance of belonging and empowerment, now we need 

to foster that within our parish. 

Youth ministry in my parish has had a rocky trail with too much turnover in leadership 

and not enough resources to be effective. I am the fourth person in eight years to serve as ‘Youth 

Ministry Coordinator’. The title of my job and the description of my job reflect an ignorance of 

faith formation for children, families and youth — not intentionally, but very real. We are 

learning, as a parish, the importance of allocating resources for quality faith formation. 

Two recent written surveys, one parish generated and one diocesan generated have 

indicated that parishioners highly value the faith formation of children and youth — though their 

commitment to it does not reflect that value. In 2004, the Pastoral Council conducted a survey in 

which the parish selected ‘the education of children of the parish in moral/spiritual matters’ as 

the number one priority, followed closely by the desire for ongoing faith formation of adults. 

The reality is that in my parish, and many parishes nation-wide, the majority of families do not 

regularly participate in faith formation. In his book, A People Adrift, Peter Steinfels states that 

forty percent of the Catholics in public schools remain unenrolled in parish programs. (228) Of 

the sixty percent who are enrolled many do not participate with any regularity. One area of faith 

formation that continues to draw large numbers of Catholics is sacramental preparation, only to 

cease participating once the sacrament has been celebrated.  
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In spite of our best efforts, families within my parish view sacramental preparation as an 

end, rather than as a means to a deepening journey of discipleship. Last year, a year that we 

held Confirmation preparation, we had forty active high school students. This year, a year 

without Confirmation preparation, we have a committed group of five to seven high school 

students. Part of the challenge of passing on the faith is that regardless of the volume of high 

quality faith formation opportunities the parish provides, in homes and at the parish, unless 

people participate quality faith formation cannot happen. 

Faith formation is much more than sacramental preparation; however, since discipleship 

1s meeting people where they are and then inviting them to grow I believe that we need to put a 

great deal of effort and resources into providing high quality sacramental preparation programs. 

For example, knowing that retreats have been shown to be an effective way of ministering to 

youth I plan to make Confirmandi participate in two retreats. Knowing that people have an 

innate hunger for belonging, I will strive to link Confirmandi with parishioners in as many ways 

as possible. I detest using rules to motivate people to participate in faith formation, but in this 

moment of time 1 see it as essential. People participate in sacramental preparation and I will 

extend those opportunities for faith formation as long as possible, praying that they will have a 

conversion experience. Only with God’s grace, and a lot of hard work, will people internalize 

their faith, and like all relationships it takes the participation of two. If people do not listen for 

the whispered voice of God they will rarely hear it. 

Christ the King Parish was formed to serve the university students and faculty of the 

University of Montana in the mid 1960°s, as a Newman Club. The mission of the Newman 

Club was exclusive to all other forms of ministry. The Newman Club was semi-public; 

meaning that non-university affiliated Catholics could attend and fulfill their Sunday obligation  
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but could not claim membership in the Newman Oratory (Bell). The Newman Center was 

opened to non-university affiliated Catholics in 1973, but the mission remained to university 

students and faculty. In 1998 the leadership team was expanded from a pastor and pastoral 

associate to include the following personnel: administrative assistant, secretary, bookkeeper, 

Catholic Campus Ministry supervisor, coordinator of youth ministry, parish nurse, and two 

pastoral associates. The parish mission statement was revised, through an arduous process by 

the pastoral council in 2006. That mission statement is as follows: 

Christ the King Parish is the Newman Center for the University of Montana and a 

parish community with University Students. Our celebrations of Eucharist are the 

source and summit of our lives. Our mission is to teach, promote and live the Gospel 

values of love, social justice, peace, forgiveness and compassion. These values are the 

foundation for our lives, and through us, for our families and for the global community. 

While I find the mission statement to be a bit lengthy, it is the result of tremendous 

work, prayer and participation by many people. The process itself was meaningful. It is an 

accurate mission statement as perceived and owned by our parish. We live within the tension of 

ministering to students AND to the parish community, and Eucharist is the source and summit 

of our lives. 

Our parish has lived through great transition over the last twelve to eighteen months. 

Our pastor of twenty-two years resigned last May and our new pastor joined us in July. A 

parish was closed in Missoula, resulting in city-wide turbulence with the ripples of that closure 

still washing upon the shores of every parish in Missoula. Parish closure does not come without 

great pain. In actuality the parish did not close, but merged with another; however, the 

subjective experience of many parishioners that no longer has a building is that the parish was  
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closed. Christ the King has had a fairly significant change in our parish as a result of this 

transition. And the shifting sands have not yet come to rest. This period of intense transition 

has had a direct influence on my pastoral project. God has been, and continues to be, in the 

midst of this transition. Today’s column of fire is the incarnated body of Christ. Through 

collaboration, through commitment to remain together as brothers and sisters in Christ, we will 

be led to a land of milk and honey — but first we must cross the desert. 

 



Project Significance 

But our hope is in the Providence of God, which has protected us until the present, and 

which will provide, somehow, for our future needs. 

Mother Theodore Guerin (Mitchell, 27) 

There is a sense of urgency to this matter of passing on the faith, within the American 

culture of the twenty-first century. Our methods of passing on the faith since the Second Vatican 

Council have not been effective. Catholic adults continue to state that their faith is very 

important to them, as do most teens; however, my lived experience demonstrates that faith 

formation is something to be squeezed in when there is time, and there rarely is. The majority of 

Catholic youth embrace Moralistic Therapeutic Deism, a faith far different from Catholicism. 

Until adults, particularly parents, make faith formation a lived priority, their children will be 

robbed of its blessing, and church and society will both suffer. The gift and burden of faith 

formation, for better or worse, is primarily that of parents — but they cannot do it alone. I suspect 

the key lies in making faith formation opportunities experiential and relationship based, in other 

words — high quality time spent with others growing in discipleship. People are highly selective 

in what they do with their time, even when that time is spent watching hours of stupid TV shows. 

The church is challenged to provide quality faith formation opportunities that enable people to 

leave feeling nourished, feeling like it was worth their time. Parishes and parishioners working 

together are the keys to tomorrow’s church. When the church of the home and the church of the 

parish work in partnership, then lasting faith formation occurs for all ages (Kehrwald, 3). This 

goal, this statement, is entirely counter-cultural; however, that does not make it any less true.  



My hope for this project is two-fold. 

1. T hope to foster increased parental and youth participation in theological 

reflection, planning and implementation of faith formation opportunities. 

2. Ihope to support parents as they strive to pass on the faith within their homes, and 

to challenge them to make faith formation a lived priority. 

 



Chapter Three: Project Plan and Implementation 

You are embarking on a journey of change, and change takes time. 

It will take years, but it will happen! 

John Roberto (3) 

There are six components within my project, all rooted in theological reflection. The 

challenges facing my parish require participation by many people. I hope to be able to educate 

people about the challenges we face in faith formation; gather information; facilitate theological 

reflection and use that reflection to guide our actions. The journey will be comprised of many 

theological reflections and action plans, always sharing the results of implementation with the 

planners — resulting in further theological reflection and more planning. The cycle is ongoing. 

Evaluation is as integral to the plan as the sharing of ideas. I will now provide a few more 

details about each component of my project plan. 

1. Information Gathering 

Seeking information, through literature review and data collection, shall be a very 

large component of my project. The recent studies of Catholic youth and faith 

formation reveal that the issue of passing on our faith , in today’s culture is a huge 

concern and is being addressed on many levels of church leadership. Literature 

review through my Professional Readings course is essential to my project. My 

goal is not so much to resolve the problem of passing on the faith as it is to 

educate my parish about this problem’s existence, and facilitate a response to it 

through theological reflection. While the national studies are very important to 

my project I shall also strive to collect data locally because my focus is very  
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narrow. [I shall strive to collect data from the Diocesan Pastoral Listening 

Sessions, informal parish conversations, staff meetings and recent written parish 

surveys. 

Theological Reflection 

Using the Kinast Method of Theological Reflection 1 propose to guide the 

members of the Youth Ministry Advisory Committee and the Pastoral Council 

through a theological reflection process to enable us to perceive God’s presence in 

our midst, and to develop a response as a result of that reflection. 

. Designing a Plan of Action 

I shall facilitate the design of our action plan upon the completion of theological 

reflection. The groups I hope to work with are: Pastoral Council, Youth 

Leadership Team, and the Youth Ministry Advisory Committee. I hope to be able 

to work collaboratively with the pastoral team throughout the project. At the 

completion of our theological reflection I shall guide the members of the 

committees through a process of creating a vision and setting goals. How I 

actually proceed from this point will be dependant upon the outcome of the 

theological reflection; however, 1 anticipate ongoing listening sessions with key 

groups within our parish who care deeply about youth faith formation. This work 

is ongoing. 

4. Theological Reflection 

I shall guide the Youth Ministry Advisory Committee through a second 

theological reflection process, again using the Kinast method, to awaken more 

fully to the presence of God in our midst throughout the process to date. 1  
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hope to facilitate this reflection mid-year and end-year, but it will be 

dependant upon actual participation of this group. 

5. Implementation of the Plan 

I shall implement the plan as parish life permits and participation enables. This 

entire plan is dependant upon the reception and action of the community. 

. Evaluation of New Plan 

Evaluation will be ongoing both subjectively and objectively. Catechists and co- 

leaders of all ministries will provide written evaluations at the end of each year to 

begin in the spring of 2007. Subjective information will be gathered by 

observation and informal conversations with concerned participants, parents and 

leaders. Evaluations will be gathered at the end of any new pilot programs 

developed along the way for further refinement. 

 



Timeline 

March 13, 2006 

Presented Project to Staff and also presented proposal for Youth Ministry Intern. 

The proposal for an intern was rejected by the pastor because, “We would risk 

losing our CCM grant by changing the focus from university students to high 

school students.” 1 was wished well and encouraged to apply for outside grants. 

Please see Appendix A. 

March 20, 2006 

Presented Project to Youth Ministry Advisory Committee (YMAC) however, there were 

only two members present. 

April 3, 2006 

Theological Reflection with Youth Ministry Advisory Committee 

I did not hold this theological reflection due to minimal participation, only two 

people. 

April 4, 2006 

Presented Project Proposal to Pastoral Council with limited theological reflection. 

Facilitated theological reflection with the pastoral council for 3 purposes: 

1) To inform them of my project and present opportunities for participation. 

2) To expand their awareness from concept of ‘faith formation’ from child 

focused ‘religious education’ to faith formation as ongoing responsibility 

of entire community - as disciples.  
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3) To enable them to participate in planning of youth formation as result of 

this theological reflection — and to see value in adding resources to non- 

university student ministries. Please see Appendix D. 

April 18, 2006 

Staff Meeting — Proposal to Change Mass time by 15 minutes 

As a result of previous theological reflections I proposed moving the 11:00 Mass 

to 11:15 for purpose of allowing time for quality religious education to children. 

Masses routinely lasted seventy-five minutes, from 9:00 to 10:15, and again at 

11:00 — with religious education between. Our current thirty to forty-five minutes 

was not enough time. Pastor, and parish team did not support this request at this 

time. I was encouraged to take this matter up with the Pastoral Council in 

autumn. Please see Appendix H. 

April 20, 2006 

Mail Written Survey to all Registered Families 

I was not able to proceed with this mailing. 

April 24, 2006 

First Theological Reflection for Youth Faith Formation 

This session did occur, but there were fewer than five parishioners. 

Each member of this group was invited to participate again in late summer 

theological reflection with an expanded group of participants. 

April 29, 2006 

Presented Project Proposal at St. Mary-of-the-Woods 

Project revised, expanded and extended.  



May 7, 2006 

Pastor’s Last Mass & Retirement Party 

May 8, 2006 

Second Theological Reflection - Youth Faith Formation 

I did not hold this listening session due to such poor participation on April 24. 

May 15, 2006 

Second Theological Reflection with Youth Ministry Advisory Committee 

This was not held. There was tremendous upheaval within the parish due 

to our pastor’s resignation. It was not the appropriate time to proceed. 

June 12, 2006 

Thank you luncheon, and evaluation of year, for catechists 

This luncheon was ineffective. I did not have any catechists come in for it; 

however, 1 have grown close to this group of individuals and believe their lack of 

participation was primarily due to timing — not apathy. 1 will take the many 

informal evaluations I’ve received throughout the year and build on those. Our 

parish really does function on a school year calendar and this event should have 

happened in April or May. 

June 14, 2006 

Theological Reflection with Youth Leadership Team 

This was exciting time with youth who were eager to grow in leadership, and 

planning of youth faith formation; however, the theological reflection was more 

difficult due to hesitancy of youth to share deeply with one another. The team  
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agreed to meet in late summer for similar, but expanded day of reflection and 

planning. Please see Appendix I. 

June 22 — 25, 2006 

Participated in Youth Ministry Certification Training in Helena, Mt. 

Hungering for as much information about effective youth ministry as possible I 

participated in this first of four, thirty six hour training sessions. The information 

was excellent and applicable to my ministry. Certainly the opportunity to 

network with other youth ministers in my diocese was valuable. We found that 

there is a desire to work more collaboratively in the Missoula Vicariate among 

youth ministers. 

July 1, 2006 

Our new pastor arrived to serve parish. 

July 11, 2006 

First Staff Meeting with New Pastor 

Received permission to move Sunday Mass times from 9:00 and 11:00 to 9:00 

and 11:15, and stated that Mass would rarely be longer than sixty minutes. This 

shift enabled the parish to provide one hour religious education sessions for first 

time in parish history. 

July 27- 30, 2006 

Participated in Second Youth Ministry Certification Training sessions. 

August 14, 2006 

Youth Ministry Advisory Committee Theological Reflection  
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Excellent participation, and reflection, by youth and adults. This day became the 

cornerstone for my project. Please see Appendix L. 

Sept. 11, 2006 

Launched 2006 - 2007 Youth Faith Formation Program 

October 6, 2006 

Parent Session 

With the goal of informing parents what to expect from this year of religious 

education for their children, and to encourage them to be participative, as well as 

to provide time for questions and answers I held a parent session. There wasn’t a 

single parent who came to this session. 

October 30, 2006 

Submitted Grant Proposal to the Foundation for the Diocese of Helena 

Requested $5000 grant for purposes of: 

1) Hiring a Youth Ministry Intern to work with me in our parish 

(stipend) 

2) Initiating the conversation with Missoula parishes about developing a 

new all-city model of youth ministry. 

Received $1000 grant. Please see Appendix Q. 

October 23, 2006 

Youth Ministry Advisory Committee Theological Reflection 

Participation was minimal — only three members of original group. 

December 31, 2006 

First Annual Christmas Play by children in Religious Education program  
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I include this event in the timeline because there was enormous participation by 

children and parents in this activity, and positive comments from parishioners in 

general. Unexpectedly, this Christmas play, held during a time many families are 

traveling, was the highlight of the autumn religious education program. We will 

grow this ministry and try to figure out what elements of it can be incorporated 

into other activities that are not as well attended. 

January 12, 2007 

First Meeting of Missoula Parishes to discuss City — Wide Youth Ministry 

All four Missoula parishes were represented by pastors and youth ministers. 

Interest is high, but so are concerns. Fears will need to be addressed, trust built, 

and our minimal resources considered. All parties agreed to continue meeting to 

further the conversation. Anticipate slower progress than hoped for but excited 

that parishes want to proceed. 

February 25, 2007 

Whole Parish Faith Formation — Pilot program 1 of 2 

Approximately sixty parishioners of all ages participated in this first program — 

with positive written and verbal evaluations. 

March 4, 2007 

Whole Parish Faith Formation — Pilot program 2 of 2 

There was a much smaller group of participants than first program, but again 

positive evaluations. There is enough enthusiasm to grow this ministry. Our next 

step will be to develop a leadership team.  



March 15, 2007 

Final Evaluation of Cherish the Children 

We have barely begun the process of developing more effective methods to 

intentionally pass on the faith, and support parents more effectively — while 

continuing to challenge them to make faith formation a priority. It has truly been 

a journey fraught with unexpected obstacles, and joys. The Youth Ministry 

Advisory Committee must be reconvened with new committed members. Written 

job descriptions with very clear expectations will be distributed and I believe 

people will participate. This is a new moment in our parish. Theological 

reflection, formal and informal evaluations will all continue. 

April 2, 2007 

Permission to Hire a Youth Ministry Intern was granted. 

Pastor fully supports vision of expanding youth ministry in our parish, and 

approved stipend position. I am very excited to have a university student 

working with me next year! For an investment of $4000 the youth of our parish 

will have much more effective faith formation opportunities than they ever have. 

This single action is a much need life-giving action for the young church in our 

midst, and an example of why I believe the future is bright for faith formation at 

Christ the King Church. 

April 19, 2007 

Family Faith Formation Advisory Committee 

This newly formed group of advisors met to plan next year’s faith formation 

opportunities for children in grades Kindergarten through Eighth Grade, and  
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families. Great enthusiasm and participation from eight MOMS who will grow 

this ministry. 

April 22, 2007 

Catechechist End-of-Year Meeting 

Good participation from the majority of this year’s catechists in grades K-8. 

Grounded the meeting in prayer and reminder of how ministry is a response to 

God’s invitation uttered at Baptism. Verbal and written evaluations were 

completed. Good enthusiasm to take into planning for next year. 

April 27, 2007 

Project Completion 

While the official project is completed, this work is ongoing. 

 



Chapter Four: Evaluation 

For surely I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and not 

for harm, to give you a future and a hope. 

Jeremiah 29:11 

In all things it is good to have a plan; I am learning that it is even more important 

that the plan be in pencil, easily changed. One’s plan may look very different at the 

conclusion of a project than at the beginning. Information gathering was my highest 

priority, before facilitating any theological reflection. It was important for me to gather 

as much information as possible from current literature; diocesan and parish listening 

sessions; as well as from spontaneous individual conversations. My goal was to discern 

the priorities of parishioners in the broad area of faith formation, particularly youth faith 

formation. From this initial assessment I hoped to be able to more accurately perceive 

parents’ perspective of faith formation and their role in it, at my parish. 

The objective data that I gathered was only from the people concerned enough 

about youth faith formation to come to the parish for meetings, or who stopped by my 

office informally. I had hoped to mail out a written survey to all parents of school aged 

children; however, I was unable to do so. I discovered that the parish did not have a way 

of determining which parishioners had school aged children. For me to compile an 

accurate list of current families with school aged children would have become a project in 

itself, a project I could not tackle in the midst of my other job responsibilities. The only 

list of parents that I had was the list of parents who had registered their children for 

religious education, less than fifty percent of all families. I will be building a more 

complete data base of families beginning in May of 2007. It is essential that I have the  
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ability to communicate with all parents, active in faith formation or not. Something as 

simple as receiving occasional letters from the parish is a ministry of hospitality and an 

invitation for more active participation. 

The diocese held several listening sessions to guide the diocesan pastoral strategic 

planning, which was developed by the Bishop and a pastoral team of presbyters and laity. 

Youth were invited to participate in these sessions but few did. Fortunately several of the 

representatives on the diocesan pastoral council were passionate youth advocates. A very 

recent action, as a result of the diocesan strategic planning, was the hiring of a diocesan 

youth ministry coordinator. This action in itself will be tremendously helpful to me, and 

everyone working with youth in the diocese. 

The timing of these listening sessions interfered with my own timeline. 

Parishioners did not want to participate in more listening sessions after the pastoral 

diocesan planning listening sessions. I had very small numbers of participants in my first 

efforts of theological reflection for the purpose of this project. Other possible factors that 

contributed to the very poor participation rate at the outset of my project are: 1 was new 

in this position and it takes time to build trusting relationships. 1 relied too heavily on 

bulletin announcements and not enough on individual invitation; people were very 

absorbed with the transition from one pastor to the ‘unknown new pastor’. 1 believe 

parents have been, and continue to be concerned about passing on the faith to their 

children; however, our culture makes that very difficult. People simply did not 

participate in the opportunity to shape youth faith formation during this time frame. 

Now, two years later I have much better participation. It is not easy for parents to make 

faith formation a lived priority, but ultimately it is up to them to do so — or be ready to  
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admit that perhaps faith formation is not as high a priority for them as they would like to 

believe. 

As my project supervisor at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College Dr. Richard Collins 

has said, It would be one thing if parents were upfront and said that faith formation is not 

a priority for them, but they seem to want to believe that it is, and that they truly value it 

— which makes it even harder to address. Parents, in partnership with the parish, have the 

primary responsibility to pass on the faith. The parish, in partnership with parents, has a 

responsibility to pass on the faith to the young church. Until both parents and parishes 

set aside the necessary resources of time, finances, and behavior modification this task 

will remain under achieved. Every time we, the parish, invite people to leave their homes 

and join us for some element of faith formation we must be sure to make it worth their 

while — or they will not return. We also need to consider the values they bring that work 

against what we are trying to do in faith formation. Does faith formation rank as high as 

soccer practice, skiing, and all other extracurricular activities or not? Perhaps addressing 

the issue of Sabbath during a homily would be helpful to awaken people to their 

responsibilities as Catholics. There is a reason for the commandment, ‘Keep holy the 

Sabbath.” Sabbath, the setting aside of one day out of seven to nourish our relationship 

with God and one another is a life giving requirement by a God who lives in covenantal 

relationship with us — His people, not the world’s people. 

Real collaboration between parishioners and staff, and between all members of 

the staff, is an important component to moving from where we are to where we dream of 

being tomorrow. We, parents and parishes, cannot continue to walk the path of least  
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resistance as we have and expect our outcomes to be any different. Either we prioritize 

faith formation, or we allow it to slip away. I am tempted to scream out ‘Either we seek 

the lost coin, or we admit that it is not worth seeking.” however, I am being led to simply 

help people recognize that there is a valuable coin which is worth seeking. This is a 

slow, painful process. Theological reflection as a tool to facilitate action within the 

parish, as well as an essential component of self-preservation, will be an ongoing 

component of my ministry. Iam coming to realize that until people’s hearts are touched 

they are probably not going to seek out opportunities to grow in faith. As important as 

any structured catechesis are opportunities for people to share their stories, develop 

relationships, and feel cared for by the parish. 

An honest evaluation of my project would have to be mixed. This project is 

ongoing. I wish we had moved farther than we have. I wish we had more successfully 

engaged teens and adults in the many opportunities for theological reflection throughout 

the process. While I have not accomplished all I had hoped, the relationships that have 

grown and the journey we have taken as a parish throughout this project can only be 

called a success. 

While I believe strongly in written evaluations I came to rely upon subjective data 

more than objective throughout this project simply because I had so few participants. 

This spring, two years after the initiation of this project I am receiving written 

evaluations and greater participation, but it has taken time and effort. I am confident 

objective data will be used more extensively in the future. Much of the subjective data 

was crystal clear and not information people would willingly put on paper. People were 

concerned about the role youth faith formation, and adult faith formation, played in a  
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parish created to serve the university. Some parishioners believed family faith formation 

belonged in neighboring parishes, but not ours. Some parishioners believed family faith 

formation definitely belonged in our parish, because that’s where the families were. This 

balance of being a Newman Center and a parish has not been easy to achieve. 

I found that the challenges discussed throughout this paper, facing the American 

Catholic Church, are very much challenges facing my own parish. I also firmly believe 

that solutions to these challenges are present in the parish, in the Living Body of Christ. 

 



Chapter Five: A New Model of Faith Formation? 

Peter turned and saw the disciple following whom Jesus loved, the one who had also reclined 

upon his chest during the supper and had said, “Lord, what about him?” Jesus said to him, 

“What if I want him to remain until I come? What concern is it of ours? You follow me. 

(John 21:20-22) 

By outward appearances the faith formation programs at Christ the King Parish appear 

very much like they did two years ago; however, if you look deeper you will see groups of 

people sharing ideas about issues not previously discussed. Our parish seems to be moving in a 

new direction, and while there may be sadness on the part of the previous leadership team who 

gave their lives to one vision of ministry, only to see that vision grow into another. It must be 

remembered that we disciples are called simply to follow the Lord, not to see the end result. I 

don’t know how my vision of faith formation will change, or how the parish’s vision of faith 

formation will change, but it will. 1am called to plant seeds, as did those who preceded me, not 

to determine the type of plant or when it will bloom. Time will reveal God’s plan for our parish. 

I'd like to conclude this paper by sharing a few things that have changed within my 

parish, things that enable me to hope that the young church of tomorrow will be able to articulate 

their faith, and live it, better than the young church of today. 

The ‘pastoral staff’ is now referred to as the ‘pastoral team’. This subtle change reflects 

the truly pastoral heart of our pastor. Our pastor believes that campus ministry is linked to faith 

formation of children and youth. By allocating resources to the youngest church in our midst we 

increase the likelihood of these young people participating in the church when they enter college. 

For the first time ever there will be a paid college student to work with adolescents in our parish, 

as a Youth Ministry Intern. This may seem insignificant; however, this single action breathes  
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life into every corner of our parish because in word and action, youth are valued members of our 

parish. How a parish allocates its resources speaks volumes about what that parish values. 

The Helena Diocese has hired a person to work in the Office of Youth and Young Adult 

Ministry, a position which had been vacant for the past few years. This single action by the 

Bishop speaks that he has listened, and responded to, the listening sessions held throughout the 

diocese two years ago. Again, the message is, ‘The Helena Church values youth and young 

adults.’ 

There are ongoing, affordable adult faith formation opportunities throughout the diocese 

for lay ministers. These formation classes will benefit all participating parishes, and empower 

the laity to step forward in leadership positions. 

These are small steps, but important ones on this journey to cherishing the children 

among us. I look forward to the day when parishes within the Helena diocese support lay 

ecclesial ministers with wages high enough to support families, but for today I rejoice at the 

progress being made. I can be patient, as can most people, when we feel listened to and cared 

for. 

I believe parishioners are learning that I, in my own position of leadership, care about, 

and support, them. I am learning that they also support me. I am one member of a team, a 

pastoral team and a parish team. In the past month I have met with more interested individuals 

about next year’s faith formation programs than in the first two years of my ministry combined. 

I will continue to meet with these individuals and groups, and I am confident that more 

volunteers will present themselves to work alongside us in this journey than in the past. 

Together we can make our dreams a reality, knowing that Christ is in our midst.  
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We have expanded our faith formation opportunities to include Whole Parish Faith 

Formation, our first attempt to enhance existing models. The few people who participated in one 

or both of these gatherings continue to share positive feedback. Parents valued the opportunity 

to be together as family for faith formation, liked the ‘take-home kits’, and are encouraging 

others to try it next year. Single people and older adults enjoyed the opportunity to share their 

stories, and to learn about their faith. Some suggestions for growth include gradual expansion, 

from two gatherings this year to four next. People have verbalized a preference for infrequent 

quality gatherings over numerous gatherings because they can more easily participate in four 

gatherings than twelve. My preference would have been to move along faster, but it is more 

important that we move together, slowly, than for me to move rapidly ahead - alone. 

There are intentional efforts to become more collaborative in our ministries, which will 

have long lasting positive outcomes once achieved. This process of collaboration is not easy, 

and can be painful, but is at the heart of true community. The process of clarifying one’s own 

vision of ministry is valuable, but when those individual visions merge with other visions that’s 

when God’s vision becomes visible. 

A team of women with exciting visions for the future church is the MOMS group at our 

parish. This is a group of fun-loving, committed MOMS who are very concerned about passing 

on the gift of faith to their children. I am filled with hope because they are the heart of our 

young parish and they have the energy to make dreams reality. These MOMS energize me 

because not only do they share dreams but they roll up their sleeves and help journey toward the 

fulfillment of those dream. Some of the concrete goals to spring forth from these women are: to 

print next year’s calendar this spring, for the purpose of planning; try to get dads more involved 

through intramural sports and building projects; to increase liturgical ministries for children and  
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youth; and to make Vacation Bible School happen. Several MOMS have volunteered to lead 

these ministries and I know they will be successful. 

There are beginning conversations about making some form of all-city Youth Ministry 

possible; however, this is a slow process. It is good that each parish has entered into these early 

plans, but discouraging that it seems unlikely anything concrete will occur in the near future. 

Change of any kind is difficult. For now, it seems prudent to focus on our own parish and move 

toward an all-city model if that door opens. 

A new vision of faith formation is growing among us, and it is exciting to be a part of that 

process. Clearly, the path to faith formation is made one heart at a time. But faith formation is 

much more than making people feel good. Catechesis must include education — some of it 

exciting, and some of it not. I feel challenged to provide the highest quality faith formation 

programs possible, regardless of the numbers of participants, while also challenging parents to 

participate. Fortunately I am blessed with companions who share this vision of ministry. 

 



Conclusion 

Jesus came and stood in their midst and said to them, “Peace be with you.” 

(John 20:19) 

At the outset of this project I anticipated great enthusiasm from catechists, staff members, 

and parents to be a part of an exciting opportunity. I was confident that once people heard the 

astounding statistics about faith formation they would jump at the opportunity to respond. 

Together we would plan faith formation opportunities, engage in theological reflection, and 

embrace a new direction for our parish. My enthusiasm did not take into account just how 

challenging it is to draw people away from their busy lives to parish planning opportunities. 

In my second year of paid ministry I have learned valuable lessons about working with 

people, about leading from within, and about empowering people. I have learned that while 1 

believe parishioners must make faith formation a higher priority, many do not share that belief. 

I have learned that the only vision with room for Christ’s leadership is one in which the voice of 

the Incarnated Christ speaks — not from any one voice, but from the community. I have found 

that unless the pastor works alongside us on this journey, and shares our vision of faith formation 

that vision will not be attainable. The cornerstone of faith formation must become the word, 

‘our’. ‘Our’ parish has all the gifts required to pass on the faith to the young church, and to 

deepen our own. As we journey through life, on this road to Emmaus, we awaken to the Risen 

Christ in our midst — together. 

I’ve learned to set boundaries. I cannot effectively minister to all children, youth, 

parents, and families in our parish. It has taken me two years to build relationships, foster trust, 

and work with volunteer catechists to comfortably turn leadership over to them, and for them to 

trust me enough to know they will not be on their own as they do so.  
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The grace within this project has been my awakening to the reality that living an 

Incarnational ministry means awakening to, and empowering, the Risen Christ within the people 

I serve, and whom serve me. Incarnational ministry requires that I be rooted deeply in prayer. 

Incarnational ministry means delighting in the few courageous participants who do come to 

structured faith formation gatherings, who do serve as co-leaders and catechists - the real leaders. 

Trust precedes any real leadership and it requires time, effort and vulnerability. 

I really struggled with theological reflection at the outset, and am not so sure my first 

attempts really qualify as ‘theological reflection’ but it did enable people to speak of their own 

experiences and that in itself has value. Their familiarity with Scripture and Tradition is 

minimal. There were long periods of awkward silences once I asked, “Does this situation remind 

you of any stories in Scripture? ... Does anything in Scripture speak to your heart about this 

situation?” ... Silence... or replies of, ‘No, not really.” That struggle in itself has awakened me 

to the need for Scripture ‘study’ in our parish. When I provided the Scriptural images, at least 

initially, the conversation flowed more easily than if I pushed them to come up with their own; 

however, I am afraid that my images of Scripture may have skewed the reflection. People were 

able to come up with images that spoke to them, and could share stories and dreams from their 

own lives, but rarely were they tied to either Scripture or Tradition. 

I’ve discovered that there are many excellent models of faith formation ready-made for 

parishes. 1 will share these tools with my planning groups and together we will select, and 

modify, the tools that will work best for our parish. When I shared the alarming data about our 

inability to successfully pass on the faith I would also ask the group to share their ideas and goals 

for our parish, specific to the ministry they were involved in. I would ask, “How is God calling 

you, and us as a community, to respond to this data?” I found people were really challenged to  
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‘think outside of the box’. The average person does not spend hours at a computer pouring over 

curriculum and hunting the most current data about what faith formation models are working, 

and which are not. People cannot talk about what they are unaware of. I will provide some 

alternative models in the future to enable them to understand what I mean when I say, ‘different 

models of faith formation’. I had a dynamic, highly educated, woman approach me after our 

pilot session of Whole Parish Catechesis and she said, “Now I know what you mean when you 

talk about different models of faith formation. I didn’t know there could be any other way of 

doing what we’ve always done. I really loved this!” 

I’ve found that theological reflection is easier for me to do around the subject of an 

intense experience than it is for the purpose of planning. I’ve learned to modify the recognized 

theological reflection models to basically ask: What is your experience? Where is God in the 

middle of that experience? (What touched your heart most deeply about that experience?) What 

action is God calling you to as a result of that experience? I’ve found that I can have these sorts 

of conversations very informally and spontaneously. I’ve found that Lectio Divina is a great tool 

to use with youth just learning about Scripture, and from my perspective, it’s a great tool for 

theological reflection. 1 must admit that while my comfort level at facilitating theological 

reflection has grown through this lengthy project, I hope to have the opportunity for further 

education and guided practice. I will seek out such opportunities because I am convinced that 

good theological reflection is a path to fostering spiritual awakening and community building. 

Honestly, I would not have taken on such a huge project if I were just beginning. An 

example of a smaller project and one that I hope to implement this autumn is ‘On the Road to 

Emmaus’. I would have narrowed my focus to a ‘simple’ day of reflection with my catechists 

and co-leaders of youth ministry. Our topic would be, ‘On the Road to Emmaus’. I would  
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facilitate theological reflection about their lived experiences of ministry, and help them awaken 

to the presence of God within those moments. I hope to facilitate this type of theological 

reflection with all of my catechists. 

Incarnational ministry demands healthy self-care and self-esteem. The blessing of 

ministry is awakening to the reality that sharing sacred ground with an incarnated God is far 

more important than the development of any program. Like a conductor, who makes no sound in 

the orchestra, my job is to promote the gifts, talents and vision of the people I serve — by 

funneling their dreams into lived reality. Real leadership demands flexibility and patience. 1 

was once again reminded that God’s timing and my timing are different. Theological reflection 

is more than any single project; it is a way of life. Success in ministry lies in my ability to 

release all of my pre-conceived expectations, listen to the heart of the people, and provide 

opportunities for them to put their dreams into action. Just now, at the completion of this 

project, I feel like the time is right to begin this project. We have a supportive pastor; we will 

have a youth ministry intern to work alongside me; we have a level of trust necessary to 

collaborate among the pastoral team; an increasing number of parishioners are verbalizing that 

the classroom model of religious education — alone — is ineffective; the diocese has hired a youth 

ministry coordinator — as a result of the diocesan listening sessions; and volunteers — including 

young people - are presenting themselves to co-lead faith formation. Christ is in our midst, 

guiding us to ‘pass on the faith’ through his lived example, and with his Spirit. 

In closing I'd like to pass on fifteen practical tips that I’ve learned through this process, 

to make the journey easier for anyone embarking upon a similar project.  



Fifteen Lessons Learned 

1. Work with your pastor from the outset to select a project that he values and will support. 

If necessary change your project to one that the pastor is excited about, or be prepared for 

your project to take much longer than you may have anticipated. 

. An excellent second step is to gather a support team of parishioners who share your passion 

for children, youth and families to work alongside you. If you do not have this team support 

from the outset, make it a priority to create such a team. This will take time but it is an 

invaluable step to success. 

. People love theological reflection. People love to tell their stories of faith, but there are some 

unique factors to consider when working with youth. 

a. Few young people are familiar enough with Scripture and Tradition to spontaneously 

connect with biblical images and stories. Provide some of those images for them, and 

provide the opportunity for them to learn more about Scripture, using as many bells 

and whistles as your parish can afford. 

. Break the young people into small groups of two or three, unless your group is 

particularly close. Provide the opportunity for journaling thoughts and feelings, in 

addition to sharing verbally. 

Do not count on the same group of young people to participate in successive 

reflections. Make theological reflection with young people a one day event — but 

provide more than one opportunity. 

4. Young people naturally want to move into the action phase of theological reflection, as they 

do in every other area of life. I believe that it is good for us to teach them the value of 

silence. We provide a ‘ministry of silence’ for youth when we force them to slow down and  



reflect, in the midst of a very noisy world, to hear the voice of God. This is easily 

incorporated into every planning session. Then, do everything possible to help them to put 

those plans into action. 

. Draw upon the growing body of resources ready-made for parish implementation. I will 

provide a list of the sites I visit most frequently; however, keep in mind that this list is 

intended to be a beginning, only. This list is not in any way an exhaustive list of good 

resources. 

National Conference for Catechetical Leadership: www.nccl.org 
. National Federation of Catholic Youth Ministers, particularly the ‘resource’ section: 

www.nfcym.org 
St. Mary’s Press: www.smp.org 
Center for Ministry Development, particularly ACCESS: www.cmdnet.org 
Generations of Faith: www.generationsoffaith.org 
Finding God: www.findinggod.org 

g. Harcourt Religion Publishers: www.harcourtreligion.com 
  

6. Collaborate 

a. Involve the entire team of paid pastoral staff and pastoral council in your project, 

keep them apprised of your progress and seek their input. If possible, enter into 

strategic planning to make your team’s vision of faith formation a reality. If you 

enter into whole parish faith formation you will need to work alongside every 

member of your team, because the entire parish makes this journey together. Be 

sensitive about job responsibilities and ‘turf’ issues. 

7. Empower — Empower — Empower 

a. Grow in your capacity to work alongside volunteers and be willing to take a back seat 

as you empower them to lead. You are not the Messiah. You need help. Involve as 

many people as you can. Write job descriptions for your volunteers and honor them. 

Celebrate often.  



. Be patient and be prayerful. 

a. Your vision and God’s vision may not be the same. Let God lead and be confident 

that yours is not the only voice that God uses. 

. Start small but think big. 

a. Build on the activities that your parish responds to — let the others go, for now. Focus 

on the positive, not the obstacles. 

. Don’t be afraid to challenge parents, once you have gained their trust, to make faith 

formation a lived priority. Ultimately it is up to parishioners to decide if they value their 

faith enough to foster it - or not. 

. Be an advocate for increased resources, and qualified people, in leadership positions of faith 

formation at the diocesan and parish levels. Advocate for affordable Catholic schools 

because they remain an effective way to pass on the faith, but don’t stop there. Most 

Catholic young people will never attend a Catholic school. 

. Seek to create opportunities for conversion — then get out of the way and let God work. 1 

plan to incorporate ‘mandatory’ retreats into sacramental preparation. 

. Keep the model of faith formation your parish is currently using, but add to it. 

. Take care of yourself. God needs you to be healthy, rested and enthusiastic. If you haven’t 

learned to say, ‘No’ do it now. 

. Be flexible, be creative and have fun! 

 



APPENDIX A 

Proposal for Youth Ministry Internship 
Presentation to CTK Staff 

March 13, 2006 

Background: A grant funds six to eight university student internships for the purpose of peer 
ministry to the Catholic students of the University of Montana. This group of young 
people is supervised by a half-time team (staff) member. One of the responsibilities of 
this group has been to link the parish community with the university community — this 
was the position I hoped to expand upon to better serve adolescents. 

As mentioned in my paper, resources at my parish are very tight. We are in debt due to a 
much needed building project and struggle to meet our weekly budget requirements. 

It is my belief that ministry with adolescents is itself a full time ministry if one is going to 
approach it with any level of sincerity. Hence, the first action I took was to attempt to get 

the parish to commit more resources to youth — knowing I would not be able to serve all 
of the children and youth in our parish effectively. 

Proposal: I propose that one of the current Catholic Campus Ministry Internships be linked with 
youth faith formation, or that another internship be created for the purpose of working 
with adolescent parishioners. 

Reasons for Consideration at this time: 
1. Culture of the parish has changed since the CCM internships were developed. 

a. University students are currently an active minority of the parish 
b. Families are the active majority of the parish 
c. As Church, we are called to respond to the changing culture. 

i. The future of humanity lies in the hands of those who are 
strong enough to provide coming generations with reasons for 
living and hoping. (Church in the Modern World #31) 

2. The parish has rated, ‘faith formation of children and young people’ as the 

number one priority in the two most recent written surveys. 
3. The USCCB recommends that parishes take seriously its job of ministry to, 

and with, youth. 

a. It takes the entire church to achieve the following three goals of Youth 

Ministry: 
i. To empower young people to live as disciples of Jesus Christ in 

our world today. 

ii. To draw young people to responsible participation in the life, 

mission, and work of the Catholic faith community.  
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iii. To foster the Total personal and spiritual growth of each 
Young person. 

Human development is a lifelong journey. The spiritual development of children 
is nurtured in childhood and provides a foundation for continuing growth in 

young adulthood. 
b. I believe, and research supports, that IF we Cherish the Children of our 

parish today (and have increased parental participation) the chances of 
them choosing to participate in CCM as young adults greatly 

increases. 

Spiritual Formation, and exploration of Vocations, as University Students 
1. Some university students have a calling to work with adolescents — and may 

have a call to lay vocational ecclesial ministry, or to priesthood and religious 
life. 

a. Currently four university students serve as co-leaders of High School 
youth ministry and two serve as co-leaders of Middle School group. 

b. All of these university students must work, leaving very little time for 
any relationship building or planning of ministry. The students are 

able to be present for youth group — period. It would be ideal to 
provide a stipend position for these students enabling them to more 
effectively serve youth and grow in their own spiritual formation. 

Result: This proposal was turned down in 2006; however, it was accepted in April 2007. 

  

! Renewing the Vision: A Framework for Catholic Youth Ministry. United States Council of Catholic 

Bishops. Washington, D.C. 1997.  



APPENDIX B 

Pastoral Council 
Theological Reflection 

April 4, 2006 

Goal: To provide a brief overview of project, facilitate short theological reflection with the 
council. 

Introduction: 
I’m Joan Hoedel and I work with the children and youth of our parish. I’m pleased to be 

here tonight to pray with you and to share with you a project that I'll be working on 
throughout this next year. 

The final task of my graduate work is to complete a pastoral project. The focus of my 

project is going to be on faith formation of children, youth and families within our parish. 

I’m not going into a great deal of depth with you about it at this time but I do want you, 
the representatives of our parish , to be aware of the project. This project will result in a 

new model of faith formation, at least certain components of it, rooted in the vision of 
parishioners. There will be information-gathering sessions in the near future and I'll 
make my completed project available for interested individuals. 

Faith formation, catechesis, is not something that any one person does. 

Catechesis is a rich term, describing “the whole of the efforts within the Church to make 

disciples.” 

Some of the information I will be sharing about our current model of faith formation is 

disturbing — it’s not what we want to hear, but it’s important for us to hear and respond. 1 

find it comforting, and challenging, to keep in mind Jesus’ words to his disciples when 
the sea was rough. 

Do not be afraid! I know yo9u are seeking Jesus the crucified. He is not here, for he has 

been raised just as he said... Do not be afraid. Go tell my brothers to go to Galilee, and 

there they will see me...Go therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe 
all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, until the end of the 

age.  
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As Catholics we gather at the Table of Plenty to be fed, to be transformed by Christ into the 
Living Body of Christ. It is through celebrations of Eucharist that we become Christ. It is 

through the Church that the world comes to know Jesus. Unfortunately, many Catholics no 
longer participate in Mass. Let me share a few statistics with you. 

1. Percent of Catholics who participate in weekly Mass: 

o Born before 1943 52% 

o Born between 1943 and 1960 38% 

o Born after 1960 22%? 

2. Catholic teenagers, who represent nearly one-quarter of all teens in America, stand 
out as consistently scoring lower on most levels of religiosity than any other group of 

religious teens. > 

The single most important social influence on the religious and spiritual lives of 

adolescents in their parents. 

The research indicates that we Catholics have some work to do in the area of faith formation. 
Faith formation is much more than just religious education, or CCD that you may have grown 

up. What I'd like each of you to do is spend just a few minutes in quiet reflection before 
answering the following questions about your own experiences of faith formation. 

After allowing sufficient time for personal reflection I broke the group into pairs to share their 

memories and to compile a list of memories they wanted to share. 

1. What are two or three positive memories of faith formation? 

a) Feeling of belonging at community events, sense of being part of something. 

b) Examples set by relatives, elders in the community 
¢) Comfort 

As a 1 Grader: 
Mary Knoll Magazine 
Saints, Mystics, Mary, Benedict, Francis, Theresa 

Adam & Eve 

As an adult: 
Music: Gloria Te Deum, art history 
Setting: Morning Mass in the library with Fr. Beausoleil and sleepy 

boys 
Challenging homilies 

  

? The Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate - CARA. Georgetown University. 2005. 

* Smith, Christian and Denton, Lundquist Melinda. Souls Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of 

American Teenagers. 2005. 

* Ibid.  
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Competent, thought provoking sermons at Newman Centers in CA, AZ, 

and MT. 
As a Catholic school teacher, MY teaching RE and sacramental prep and 
liturgy with my students. It was an opportunity to evaluate my own 

beliefs and expression of spirituality. 

First Eucharist — solemn, special, identified and singled out. 
Mother’s death — parents, community caring, hope, ceremony and trust 

Guidance and leadership 
Community — belonging 

Stories — traditions 
Pope — world youth day (Denver) — magnitude of Catholicism 

Confessions and Reconciliation 
m) Set foundation for molding of person. 

‘Didn’t happen until I came to Christ the King 
Legendary Lodge (a summer camp for Catholic children and youth) 
Meeting people outside my realm of experience (State hospital, homeless) 

Having a family 
a. Awakening and reexamination of life 

Challenging the status quo 
Encouraging diversity 

Openness 
Modeling of deep seated beliefs 
Consistency of practices at home 

w) Retreats — run by students 
X) Music — folk clubs, playing and singing at liturgies 
y) Visiting people at state hospitals 
z) The beauty and symbolization of cathedrals and missions 

aa) Rain falling from the sky when I was very young 
bb) A parent’s faithfulness expressed in Sunday liturgy 
cc) Catholic nun teaching Catholic social principles 

Result: Without exception each of these positive memories is a positive 

experience. 

2. What are two or three painful memories of ‘church’, or faith formation? 
First Communion Prep — Sterile feeling at the Mass (Stark white church) 

. Nuns ridiculing children 
Bishop’s cover-up 

. Cruelty of nuns in grade school. 
False judgments of monsignor/pastor at the parish when I chose to attend 

public school for academic prep for college. 
Judgment of principal who would not allow me to teach RE without further 

education “simply because you’re Catholic?” 

. Church rules 
‘Personal turning point’ 

First Eucharist preparation and celebration  



a. Saying “No’ to parents’ wishes 

b. Saying “No” to song request 
Guilt trips — confession 
Authoritarianism 
Rigidity 

. Roles more important than people 

Stifling 2™ Vatican Council 
Lack of attention to person 
Verbal abuse from religious and priest. 
Saying one thing and doing another 

Negatives before Vatican 11 
My grandfather using the Bible like a stick to keep people in line 
Being told we were sinful creatures 

Confession in order to receive Eucharist 
Abstract theological studies and a rigid and legalistic environment 

i 
k. 
1. 
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n. 

0. 
p. 
q. 
rt 
S. 

i. 

u. 
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Result: Each of these ‘negative’ experiences of church touched hearts deeply — 

they are experiential. 

After spending time sharing with one another, and selecting the most important memories to 
focus on I asked them to share their thoughts on faith formation for the youngest church 

members — today. How does your experience guide you to act today, in our own parish’s faith 
formation? 

3. Where do we go from here? 
a) Convey the richness of our history, its depth, richness, music and art. 

b) Provide learning opportunities for different temperaments 
c) Learn the Bible 

a. Romans vs Galatians, Hebrew Scriptures, New Testament 

Provide more examples of inclusivity and acceptance. 
a. More gentle instruction as we experience ritual — description and 

interpretation for education. 
Provide: inclusion, respect, relationships, tradition and ceremony. 

Share the mystery of our faith. 
Story feeling of Gospels — as it effects life today 

‘Edutainment’ (Combine education and entertainment) 
Potluck dinners — family and kids 
j) Understanding and distinction between spirituality and devotions; 

spirituality and religion 
k) Challenge status quo 
1) Maintain openness to diversity 

m) Modeling our faith is very important 
n) Encourage questions 

0) Provide choices — give them room to grow 

p) Mentoring 

a. Kids to kids  



b. Mix age groups 
Peer ministry. Retreats run by kids with some guidelines of purpose — 

supervised by adults 
More music programs, some just for kids 

Lesson plans dealing with contemporary events, music and movies. 
Allow freedom to doubt 
Catechesis in stewardship 

Catechesis in Vatican II — many don’t know what it is. 

Result: Time did not allow for any greater depth to sharing, but the group could easily have 
spent more time sharing with one another. I had to stop the discussion in order to allow time for 

their meeting. There was great participation and enthusiasm throughout the sharing. People 
want to tell their stories, and they want positive experiences for the young church. The shared 
experiences and goals of the pastoral council validate current research. This is a wonderful list to 
incorporate into actual planning phases of project. 

 



APPENDIX C 

April 18, 2006 

Dear Fr. and Pastoral Council Members, 

I'd like to pass on a concern that the Religious Education Catechists have shared with me. For 
many years our elementary faith formation (RE) for children in grades K-5 has been on Sundays 

between Liturgies. We have had approximately 30 minutes for faith formation — which is a nice 
time to build relationships, but not enough time to actually provide any quality faith formation. 

I would like you to consider the possibility of a slight shift in times of our Sunday Masses. If we 
could simply move one of the Masses by 15 minutes it would enable us to provide 45 minutes of 

catechesis. It would also enable me to provide quarterly parent updates during that same time. 
For example, we could have an 8:45 am Mass and an 11:00 am Mass, or a 9:00 am Mass and an 

11:15 am Mass. 

I realize that we are all in the midst of a huge transition as we welcome Fr. Jeff to our parish. It 
is my understanding that we will be adding a Sunday evening Mass to our weekend. For the 

benefit of the youngest children, the catechists, and parents, I encourage you to consider this 
possibility. It would be wonderful if you all immediately agree to this proposal; however, I 

appreciate that it may take time to move this forward. I value your leadership and will honor 
whatever decision you arrive at. My hope is that you will simply begin the discussion of this 

proposal. I look forward to hearing back from you, at your convenience. 

Peace, 

Joan Hoedel 

Joan Hoedel 
Youth Ministry Coordinator 

 



APPENDIX D 

Youth Group Leadership Team 

Theological Reflection 
June 14, 2006 

Background: At this first leadership gathering seven youth participated with great enthusiasm 

and plans of ongoing participation. Participation remained high through summer but dropped 
when school resumed. Most of the teens in this group were entering their senior year. Whatever 

develops throughout this project, it must be as a result of youth participation. 

Agenda 

2:30 Welcome and Prayer 

Mary Anne Williamson’s Prayer was the focus of our gathering. 

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. 

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous? 
Actually, you are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small 

doesn’t serve the world. There ’s nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other 
people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. 
We are born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It’s not just in 

some of us, it’s in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 

give other people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own 

fear, our presence automatically liberates others. 

Leadership Team 
Why a youth leadership team? 

Theological Reflection (See p. 53) 

Visioning Process 

Watch Film: Leadership an Art of Possibility 

Discussion about film 

Set time for next meeting 

4:30 On your way!  



Theological Reflection: 
Because there were only seven youth present I did not break them into small groups; 
however, perhaps I should have. The group knew one another pretty well, but this 

portion of the meeting did not go well. 

Talk about an experience of being involved in youth ministry that was really 

meaningful to you. 
...SILENCE ... 

Talk about an experience that has helped you grow in your relationship with God. 

(Not necessarily at Youth Group or even at church — just a meaningful 

experience.) 
I liked the imagery thing - that was cool. 
When my grandfather died, it was really hard, but we grew a lot closer as 

a family. 

In your experience of youth ministry, here at CTK, and elsewhere, like Legendary 

Lodge, what has worked well? 
Having college kids around is neat. 
I liked that there were lots of kids, (in Confirmation) which made it fun. 
This sort of thing is neat. (Leadership gathering) 

What makes for really good youth ministry? 
Having fun! ... laughter... 

Having just talked about some shared experiences, is there one that jumps out at you that 

you’d like to talk a bit more about? 
oijence ..., 

What action(s) do you suppose God is guiding us to, as a result of these experiences? 
I think it’s good for kids to be taking more of a leadership role — that’s good. 

We need to have more fun. 

Let’s do more service projects! 
Let’s have a SEARCH. 

Distribution of: A ‘Youth Survey’ an Interest Finder, developed by the Center for 

Ministry Development. 
The survey asked thirty three questions intended to evoke the interests of youth 
for the purpose of planning. The responses varied tremendously by the seven 
respondents, with two exceptions. Every youth present marked two statements as 

something they were very interested in and would go out of my (their) way to 

participate in. Those two statements were: 

1. Learn to speak naturally and intelligently about my faith. 

2. Learn how to be a leader and have the opportunity to be a leader in my 

parish, school or community.  



Results: There was a great deal of silence with these questions. I misjudged the level of 
trust among the group. There was some laughing and joking, but minimal honest sharing. 
I became uncomfortable and insecure and rushed through this portion of the gathering. I 
switched gears and distributed some written surveys produced by the Center for Ministry 
Development. The tool is an interest finder, not theological reflection, but I will move 

forward with the two unanimous areas of interest for the group. In light of the way the 
discussion unfolded it seemed appropriate to gather their unspoken thoughts and goals in 

the only way I had available, rather than to continue a painful dialogue. 

A further note: They loved the film and were able to share their thoughts with one 
another about leadership — a safer topic. I will approach theological reflection with youth 
differently in the future. I must also admit that my own presence was a factor — perhaps 
they would have shared more deeply with a different facilitator, perhaps one much 

younger. 

 



APPENDIX E 

Youth Ministry Advisory Committee 
Theological Reflection and Planning 

August 28, 2006 

This day of reflection and planning became the cornerstone of my project. Five adults 

and eight youth participated in this gathering. Five of the eight youth had also 
participated in the leadership gathering earlier in the summer. Theological reflection was 
woven into the day, and I provided readings for the initial reflections rather than relying 
on spontaneous group sharing. The youth in my parish are not able to easily reference 

readings from Scripture or Tradition. 

Song: Our God is Here 

Thanksgiving 
Blessed are you, God of all creation. 
At the dawn of time, 

Your spirit hovered over the waters 

And brought into being all that lives. 
After Christ returned to you in glory, 
Your spirit descended upon the disciples 

And, with a mighty wind, 
Shook the place where they were, 

Making them courageous witnesses of the Gospel. 
This day your spirit hovers over your people 
Making us bold to speak your goodness to the very ends of the earth. 

All praise and glory be yours. 

Through Christ and the Holy Spirit 
Forever and ever. 

Amen 

Readings 
Luke 9:1-3, 6 

He summoned the Twelve and gave them power and authority over all demons 
and to cure diseases, and he sent them to proclaim the kingdom of God and to 
heal the sick. He said to them, “Take nothing for the journey, neither walking 

stick, nor sack, nor food, nor money, and let no one take a second tunic... Then 

they set out and went from village to village proclaiming the good news and 

curing diseases everywhere. 

Pope John Paul II, World Youth Day 1996  
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How does Jesus send you? He promises neither sword, nor money, nor any of the 
things which the means of social communications make attractive to people today. 

He gives you instead grace and truth. He sends you out with the powerful 
message of his paschal mystery, with the truth of the cross and resurrection. That 

is all he gives you, and that is all you need. 

Theological Reflection: 
I provided time for personal reflection with background music playing in a 

pleasant, bright room as part of the opening prayer. I then broke the group into 
small groups of three or four for sharing, one adult per group of youth. There was 
lots of discussion in the room and they remained ‘on topic’ as I circulated — but 

shared minimally with the larger group when invited to do so. I did not force 
conversation, trusting that as the day unfolded this initial period of reflection 

would come through in the planning phases — and it did. 

How do the readings speak to you? 

Generally everyone felt empowered to lead and was excited to be 
present. The amount of information disclosed in front of the larger 
group was minimal, and safe. 

What gift or quality do you bring to youth ministry? 

As expected, this was the hardest question for the youth to respond 
to and the respondents usually laughed at themselves before 
answering - but everyone named one gift they bring. 

What action is God asking you to take? 
The action was unanimously to be present for the day of planning 

and to lead where they could throughout the year. 

Prayer 

As the Spirit of God calls us to the dawn of a new creation, let us cry out in joy: 

Honor and praise be yours, O Living God. 

We are filled with joy at the anointing of the Spirit upon us, as we pray... 

Honor and praise be yours, O Living God. 
We offer God thanks for the gift of the Spirit who heals us in mind and heart, as 

Wwe pray... 
Honor and praise be yours, O Living God. 

We are filled with wonder at the fire of the Spirit, which moves us to compassion, 

as we pray... 
Honor and praise be yours, O Living God.  
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We are awed by the presence of the Spirit that calls us to peacemaking, as we 
pray... 

Honor and praise be yours, O Living God. 
We are grateful for the gift of this new day, for your presence among us. in this 

moment, as we pray... 

Honor and praise be yours, O Living God. 

After opening prayer and reflection we took a short break and came back for the 

‘working’ part of the day. Our focal point was a grid of Comprehensive Youth Ministry, 
developed by the Center for Ministry Development, which easily guides parishes to look 
beyond the typical ‘youth group’ format of faith formation. I had the grid on the wall, in 

tape so the group could easily refer to it. We worked in groups throughout the day, 
reflecting, sharing and planning. By the end of the day the group had planned 

comprehensive youth ministry through December. The youth planned to lead each of the 
gatherings and assigned themselves evenings throughout the season. The plan was for 
me to be present for back-up, but not primary leadership. The university students would 
continue to co-lead, alongside the high school youth. We agreed to meet in October to 

plan the next season, in a much shorter time frame. 

 



APPENDIX F 

A Model of Comprehensive Youth Ministry 

The Youth Ministry Grid 
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Each participant selected a category that he/she was most interested in and worked to 
develop goals and plans for that area. One adult worked with each of the groups of youth 
as facilitator. A summation of the day’s goals follows: 

Justice/Service 
Education on justice issues 
Service that requires real commitment. 

Communicate to youth what the service needs are within the parish. 
Volunteer with younger and older parish members and the greater Missoula area. 
Work at the Poverello Center (Homeless shelter) 
Trick or Treat for the Family Shelter 

Catechesis 

Improved communication between parish and families so people know what is 
available. 
Email, phone tree, etc. 

More group discussions involving games. 

Offer parallel classes for parents at same times and on same topics as youth. 
Basic Bible education 
Add family opportunities for involvement 

Older kids to mentor younger kids. 

Community Life 
Small groups 

Trips, meals, activities for youth 
Teach practical life skills on topics relevant to youth 

i.e bullying, getting into college, dating, dealing with authority 

Increase opportunities for youth to serve as liturgical ministers 
Have some youth masses 
Parish web-site for youth, email and newsletter 
Play sports together and with other parishes. 

Sing songs with actions to make it more fun 

Evangelization 
Autumn ‘Welcome Back’ dinners 
Find ways to connect youth to parish after confirmation 
Provide opportunities for bonding; similar to U-nite 

Presenter, prayer, and dinner 
Email list and phone tree for youth to stay connected and to invite one another 

gatherings (Personal invitation is effective) 

Personal contact with youth by leaders 

Games, performances, etc. 

Link all the various groups in the parish together  



Prayer and Worship 
Continue the invitation to participate in liturgy 

Have us get involved in liturgy 
Prayers of the Faithful, Bread Bakers, etc. 

How do you sign up in ‘The Book’? 
Individualized prayer and worship 
Spiritual direction for youth 

Workshops and retreats 
More liturgies just for youth 

Music involvement 
Encourage those who are confirmed to serve as Eucharistic Ministers 

Learn more about Jesus! (The Big J.C.) 

Pastoral Care 
Invite the parish nurse to play a larger role with youth 
Communicate about service needs youth can respond to 

Teach us about dating, etc. 
Coordinate support groups, etc. 
Train peer ministers to reach out to youth 

Peer ministry 
Link age groups 
Life skills training workshops and talks 
Emotional and spiritual components of life 

Christian sexuality 
Not the biology but the emotional/spiritual components. 
Wait until the group really knows each other 
Split up the guys and the girls at times 

Workshops, small groups and mentors 
Allow youth to paint some rooms in the new building 

‘really boring colors right now’ 

Mosaics by kids 
Artwork by kids, etc. 

CYC, Legendary Lodge, World Youth Day, NCYC, etc. 

Leadership Development 
More responsibility for youth — too passive 

Let us help decide curriculum, music, and service — let us lead. 
Workshops and retreats for youth 

Help with younger kids. 

Result: Enthusiasm was high as the group left and I felt excited about the honest sharing 

that comprised our day. The group struggled with intimate theological reflection but 

readily shared hopes and dreams throughout the day. I was pleased to hear honest  
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criticism of last year’s program, because we all knew it wasn’t optimal and they owned 
their feelings. I loved that youth took ownership. Their faith is very important to them. 
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The Foundation for 

The Diocese of Helena, Inc. 

Grant Application 

October 2006 

Cherish the Children 

But Jesus said, Let the little ones come to me, and do not keep them away: for of such is 

the kingdom of heaven. 
Matthew 19:14 

A Vision For 

Comprehensive Youth Ministry 

At 
Christ the King Parish, 

Home of Catholic Campus Ministry 

 



  

  GRANT APPLICATION FORM 
  

Organization: Christ the King Parish, Home of Catholic Campus 
Ministry. Cherish the Children: A Vision for Comprehensive Youth 

Ministry. 

Date Submitted: 

Total Proposed Program Budget: 

Duration of Program: 

Nature of Requests: 

ORGANIZATION/PROGRAM INFORMATION 

Name: Christ the King Parish, Home of CCM. Youth Ministry 

Address: 1400 Gerald Ave., Missoula, Montana 59801 

Phone: 406-728-3845 

Email: 

Pastor: 

Contact Person(s): 
  

Chair of Finance Council: 
  

Organization’s Total Operating Budget: 
Past Year: 

Current Year: 

The undersigned, Pastor/Administrator and/or authorized officer of the organization, does hereby 

certify that the information set forth in this grant application is true and correct. 

  
  

Print Name 

  
  

Signature   

 



  

NARRATIVE 
  

Program Abstract 

Christ the King Parish is submitting a two part program proposal which will enable our 
parish, and Vicariate, to move toward comprehensive youth ministry by hiring two 
university students to work as Youth Ministry Interns and by moving to a new model of 

youth ministry in the vicariate. The paid interns would provide a bridge from our current 

model of parish-centered youth ministry to a future model of vicariate-wide youth 
ministry. This grant will be used to pay a stipend to the Youth Ministry interns and to 
provide the necessary infrastructure (facilitator, meeting space, refreshments, etc.) 

necessary for the essential visioning/planning and eventual implementation process 
within the Missoula Vicariate of a new model of youth ministry. 

Parish/Mission/Organization Information 

Parish Mission: 

Christ the King Parish is the Newman Center for the University of Montana and 

a parish community with University Students. Our celebrations of Eucharist are 

the source and summit of our lives. Our mission is to teach, promote and live the 

Gospel values of love, social justice, peace, forgiveness and compassion. These 

values are the foundation for our lives, and through us, for our families and for 

the global community. 

Paid Parish Staff: 

Eight non-student staff (team) members and seven student campus ministry 
interns. The Pastoral Associate prepares children and families to celebrate the 

sacraments of Reconciliation and Eucharist. There is one paid team member, the 

Youth Ministry Coordinator, who is responsible for providing all other 
components of parish faith formation opportunities to the children, youth, and 

families of our parish. 

Staff Development History: 

Our parish is unique because of the wonderful diversity of university 
students, families, young adult single people, couples and the elderly. As 

students have grown, married and raised families our population has 
changed from a predominantly student population to a student population 
within a neighborhood parish — with roots in the university.  



Program Description: 

Renew the Vision provides parishes with a framework upon which to build 
Comprehensive Youth Ministry. Comprehensive Youth Ministry includes the following 
eight components: 

Advocacy — calls the parish to welcome youth into every aspect of parish 

life. 

Catechesis — calls the parish to help adolescents develop a 

relationship with Jesus Christ and to increase their knowledge of 

our faith. 

Community Life — what we do, who we are, and how we interact 

as disciples, as community. 

Evangelization — sharing the Good News with young people. 

Justice and Service — nurtures an attitude of compassion and 

action within young people wherever they encounter God, 

often in the anawim. 

Leadership Development — every individual has the gift of 

leadership within, but those gifts need to be affirmed, 

trained and encouraged. 

Pastoral Care — the relationship component of youth ministry that 

simply conveys Christ’s presence to the youth and his/her 

family. 

Prayer and Worship — the means to celebrate and deepen the 

young person’s relationship with Jesus Christ. 3 

The root of our grant proposal is a belief that the USCCB’s vision for Youth Ministry is 
Spirit guiding us, the Church, to minister in an intentional, comprehensive way with and 

for, the youth of our parish. To effectively minister to and among youth requires an 
intentional channeling of resources to this ministry. We, Christ the King parish, believe 

the long-term solution to the challenge of limited resources is to join with other parishes 
in the Vicariate to hire a Youth Minister and to work closely with him/her. The model 

we would initially look to imitate is that of the Kalispell Vicariate, CYRO. In the 

meantime we, Christ the King parish, would hire two university student interns to work 

closely with the current Youth Ministry Coordinator. 

The Benefits of Youth Ministry Interns: 

Sustains and spreads our faith tradition and values by awakening youth to the 

excitement of our faith lived by enthusiastic university students. 

  

> United States Catholic Council of Bishops. Renewing the Vision. August 1997. Pp 26 - 40.  



Builds upon a model of CCM internships already present in the parish. 

The Youth Ministry Interns would be encouraged to participate in all CCM intern 

Retreats and U-nite as a means of peer support. 

Helps build strong, supportive communities that reflect gospel values by 
providing another link in the bridge between the parish community and the 

campus community. (As Middle School and High School students grow closer to 
the university students so too will their parents.) 

It will advance the work of the Church by encouraging a vocation to lay ministry. 

Working directly with a team of primarily lay ministers, and of having the rich 
opportunity to experiencing the joys of ministry may allow Spirit to awaken 

others to the gift of lay vocations. 

The model of university students working as Youth Ministry Interns is a model 
that could be replicated in all parishes with campus ministry. (Bozeman, Helena, 

Butte and Dillon could potentially benefit from this grant.) 

It has been my experience that the university students who are most active in our 
parish, certainly those working as volunteers alongside me in youth ministry, are 

students who have had positive experiences of Christ while in High School. The 

majority of these university students have worked with Doug Tooke in the 
CYRO program of Youth Ministry, have experienced CYC and Legendary 

Lodge — and long to share those experiences with youth slightly younger than 
themselves. Providing a stipend to one or two of these students would enable 
them to be paid at the parish, sharing their valuable gifts and talents, instead of 

being forced to work another job that takes them away from the parish. 

It will enable the Youth Ministry Coordinator to focus time and energy to the 
development of Whole Parish Catechesis, in addition to Comprehensive Youth 

Ministry offered to Middle School and High School youth — benefiting the entire 

parish. 

Evaluation of Program: 

The Youth Ministry Coordinator will directly supervise the interns, and she 
reports directly to Fr. Jeff Fleming. 

The Youth Ministry Planning/Advisory Team, comprised of youth and adults, 
will interview, hire, and formally evaluate the interns annually using the same 

tools currently used by Catholic Campus Ministry.  



The long term goal, and long term funding, remains to work with other parishes 
in the Vicariate to hire a Youth Minister and develop a new model of youth 

ministry. Perhaps the parish(s) would chose to continue paying a stipend to the 
Youth Ministry interns, perhaps not — the evaluation process and upcoming inter- 
parish dialogue, will be instrumental in determining the future of this pilot 

project. Our hope is that this new model of ministry will be in place within one 
year, or two at the very latest. 

Result: Christ the King Church received $1000 of the $5000 requested. Originally this 

money was going to be used as ‘seed money’ in a move toward the creation of all-city 
Catholic youth ministry because it was not enough to stipend a youth ministry intern; 
however, the progress of that endeavor is moving painfully slow. We have also received 
an additional $3000 to move forward with the hiring of an intern. With a total of $4000 
we can pay a living wage to the intern, a matter of extreme importance. 

Individually I was unable to implement many of the goals set by the Youth Ministry 
Advisory Committee, despite honorable intentions. I’m sure it was frustrating for the 

youth not to see their ideas implemented throughout this year. It was frustrating for me 

to offer some of those opportunities and have very poor youth participation. The journey 
continues — but it will be enhanced by this additional servant to youth! The intern can 

focus on youth, with my supervision and support, and I can focus on the many other 
components of faith formation for children and families. 
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